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Tuesday May 11 meeting
A very special session indeed. Mat Vistarini’s iPhoto

Web Manager

Tuesday June 8 meeting
Back to our groups. This week, the focus will be on System

email
Marnie...

Preferences, perhaps a more ‘geeky’ topic than our usual choices,
but a field we definitely all need to know something about.
Surprisingly, even beginners can benefit from exploring this
software, for example by fine-tuning their mouse speed to suit

presentation was terrific! He ran through
the basics in a lively manner, then finished off with
some tips that surprised even the ‘experts’ present.
Much appreciated, thanks, Mat.

their particular needs.
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Featured letter to Aunty Mac
I wonder if you could help me with a problem I have

with iMovie. I have put together a still slideshow
of
my daughter’s recent wedding with the intention
of

burning it to a DVD. I have used iDVD and Roxi
o
10, but the results are less than pleasing as the
display has resulted in an extreme loss of quality.
The
images are blurred with various effects like striations
- in effect very poor quality. I'm not sure if this
qualifies for a "help desk" or not. I've read your
imovie manual and followed it's advice, but it doesn
't
seem to cover my problem.
Any assistance would be most appreciated as I'm

beyond frustrated as I've been working on this proje
ct
for about 6 weeks.
With thanks
Horst

iPad screenshot
showing a simple but
indispensable notetaking and sketching
app, ‘Penultimate’,

If you have the answer, please email Steve, and I

pass your good news on to Horst.

will

which costs $3.99!

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...
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Well, is the iPad the ‘magic Mac’?

Would you rather take a laptop or an iPad on
holiday?

It’s early days, yet, and I’m still getting used to ours — on the

This is a no-brainer. The iPad is more compact, the battery lasts
longer, and it will do fine for web browsing, dealing with emails,

The iPad — first impressions

rare occasions that I’m able to overpower my wife and drag it out
of her clutches — but I think I can guarantee that no-one willl be

and backing up the digital camera. It’s also makes an excellent
digital picture frame for viewing your pics at the end of the day.

disappointed, if they should buy one. What the iPad does, it does
brilliantly, and it is undoubtedly going to be a very big hit indeed
with BMUG members.

If you had the wi-fi model, you would only have the Internet at
McDonalds or accommodation with a network, but if you had a
wi-fi + 3G model and an Internet service, you could browse and

So let’s try to answer some questions...

email anywhere using the mobile phone network.

Can I use an iPad as my ‘only’
Mac?

What is an app?

No, you can’t, as it needs to link from time
to time to your main Mac for syncing.

basic software tools you need to get started. At the App Store, a

Syncing copies stuff like your chosen iPhoto

software tools — that suit your needs, so that your iPad is

albums, your address book entries, your

personalised. many apps are free, others cost $2 - $5, typically.

Your iPad, like your iMac, comes ready equipped with all the
branch of the iTunes Store, you can download more apps — little

Mail settings, e-books and movies you have
downloaded, and so on across to the iPad.

You buy apps on your Mac and sync them across, or you buy
them direct on your iPad. You end up with your own ‘Swiss

Syncing also works the other way, too as

Army Knife’ with all the right tools, and you only pay for the

your iPad backs up to your other Mac.

tools you need!

Happy remote
member,
Andrew King
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Where did the windows and panes go?
Your iPad does not run the familiar OS X, but a slim iPhone -style
OS. App designers have all chosen to go down the ‘beautiful,
clean screen’ approach, and there are typically very few options
or tools on display. This is a bit unnerving at first, if you are used
to the drop-down menus, panes and windows on your Mac. How
do you work this thing, and where am I meant to touch, anyway?
Typically, you tap at the head or foot of the screen to bring up
some choices.For instance, while reading an e-book, a tap bring
up options like bookmark, change font size, go to another chapter,
get out of the book and go back to the library, etc, etc.
People who are used to iPhones (and there are many of them in
our club) cotton on to this different approach faster than old Mac
hands like this writer.

Who will enjoy an iPad the most — kids, old
people, geeks?
The answer is all of the above, in their own way. Tiny children

I will go further. I believe anyone who mainly uses their
computer for web surfing, using email occasionally, and looking
at albums of family digital pics, will be happy sitting in the
lounge with their iPad 90% of the time, with just a very
occasional visit to the study and the old iMac.

Who wants to read a book that way?

have nothing to unlearn, and they are on to it immediately. There

Well, anyone with eysesight issues, for a start, and I know one
BMUG identity who can’t wait to get his for that very reason.

are lovely games and learning apps for them. People who haven’t

Apple has always provided access for people with disabilities,

had much to do with computers will be fine, because the iPad
does just one thing at a time, and there are no confusing

something of which they should be very proud. The iPad takes

windows hidden behind windows.

offering white text on black for people with serious vision issues.

easy access to new levels, providing big font sizes, and even
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But e-books are not just for the vision-impaired. So far, I’ve just

For that reason, various newspapers have developed free iPad

read one novel right through, and I can say it was an

apps. They provide a less cluttered interface. But Rupert thinks

overwhelmingly positive experience. Gone was the struggle to
hold the page flat — I just sat the book on my lap and tapped to

we should pay a subscription to get the news on our portable
device, and therefore the app for The Australian will cost you

turn the page.
My first e-book was bought from Amazon — a Kindle edition —
but I’ve subsequently downloaded several free classics from the
iBook Store. I got The Forsythe saga by John Galsworthy— my old
paperback edition is falling apart — and several Jane Austens.
Apple has not yet arranged all

$4.99 a month. Only time will tell if other publishers will follow

the rights issues to offer
current books from their Store

suit, and whether readers are actually prepared to pay $60 a
year.

in Australia, but Amazon is
full speed ahead.

What is Home?
Most web pages call their

Steve Jobs kindly insists that
everyone gets a beautiful

introductory page Home. similarly,

edition of Winnie the Pooh

your iPad has a Home page where
the icons for your apps live. Six of

with the original Shepherd

the apps can live in the Dock at

illustrations to start their

the bottom, while other apps may

library off.

be found by scrolling right. Click
the bezel button to go Home.

What is Rupert Murdoch up to?

And finally, a mystery and a trap

Although the iPad is great for visiting the average web page —

for young players...

our BMUG website, for example, works fine, as does the BMUG
newsletter — newspaper Home pages are too fussy to fit
comfortably on your iPad screen.

You scroll up and down by
stroking your iPad in the opposite direction to up and down on
your laptop trackpad or Magic Mouse. And no! I don’t know
why, either...
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How fast is an iPad?

biggest you can afford, but having said that, I know people with

This is the big surprise. An iPad doesn’t have much RAM,

the base model that love it.

compared to a regular Mac, but it starts up instantaneously, and
Safari is very, very quick indeed. Page turning and similar actions

There is absolutely nothing wrong with the wi-fi model and it’s

are instantaneous in every app I have tried.

more than $100 less. On the other hand, you can only browse
where you can get onto a wi-fi network. If you want to be able to

My partner thinks we should get a second Mac for
the lounge. What do we need to do, and should
we get a laptop or an iPad?

get on the the Internet anywhere, and you can afford a mobile
service, get 3G. Note that using 3G recklessly will lead to
enormous bills!

This is the $64 question!

How do you get Help?
Firstly, you will need to get a modem router, if you

The best apps have downloadable Help files, and some also have

haven’t already got one, so that there will be wi-fi
around the house for the iPad or laptop to connect

a Help file to click on. Thankfully, using many apps is self-

to the Internet through. Then you will need to

is probably because they have been rushed out and they need

decide whether you will be primarily a content

improvements to make them easier to use. Fortunately, once you
have downloaded an app, you are eligible for updates as they are

consumer or a content creator. In other words, do

evident, but there are weird apps that are confusing initially. This

you just want to look at and browse stuff, or do
you want to write at length, and handle complex

written. You will find that you are regularly notified that free

tasks.

the Mac.

updates are available just as you are through Software Update on

The iPad is fine for consumption and can be used for creation at a

On the iPad page of the Apple site there are beautifully made

pinch, particularly if you place it in a stand and use an Apple
wireless keyboard. On the other hand, the laptop is a little dearer

Guided Tour videos to introduce all the main apps. And yes, the
iPad is a magic Mac in my opinion.
Steve Craddock

and heavier, and the screen is bigger. As I said above, the iPad is
preferable on holiday, and it’s also easier to pass from person to
person — something we do a lot in our household. If you can’t
make up your mind, Apple will be delighted to sell you one of
each...

How do you choose between the 6 models?
iPads come in three sizes and two flavours — all six have wi-fi
but only three have 3G. As always, with computers, I’d buy the

PS...
After a few hours playing on the iPad, guess who made a spectacle of
themselves tapping icons in the Dock on the MacBook and getting
frustrated when nothing happened...

Link to the Apple iPad videos...
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TOP TIP — moving your app icons in Home
on your iPad

Help desk

When you get first your iPad, the app icons on your Home page

been in place for several months, and we are pleased to report a

will be in the standard position, but it will be no time before you

number of positive developments:

BMUG’s new approach to providing Help to members has now

have downloaded a few more, and you will be wanting to rearrange them into groups to suit your particular needs.

•!

self-help and troubleshooting skill levels are clearly
spreading more widely through the membership;

Also, you have just 4 icons in the Dock at the bottom of the Home

•!

more and more members are backing up;

screen, and you may want more, or you may want different apps

•!

more members have had positive experiences

in that location.
To move an app icon, tap and hold any icon for a second or
two until they all start jiggling. While they are jiggling, you

working on the Help desk, and getting an insight into
the issues members experience;
•!

committee members are enjoying meetings more,
knowing that they won’t be constantly button-holed

can grab any of them and move them around. If you have

by folk with problems. This used to be very

more than one screen of apps, you can drag an app off the

frustrating indeed, as we are all so busy during
meeting times.

edge in the direction you wish to go to place it on another
screen.

The committee regards the Help desk as a success, but you can
help making it better by booking early by email. When you do

You will also note that some of the apps have an X next to

this, you give the Help desk volunteers an opportunity to research

them. These apps may be deleted, if you have decided you
no longer need them. This process is reversible, should you

your issues. This makes it more likely that you will get effective
Help.

change your mind later, because apps are also kept on your
main Mac, and you could sync them back.

Learning to help yourself — Basic Macs
This month, Basic Macs groups will be looking at all the places

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...

You cannot delete the main apps that come as part of the iPad OS.

you can access for HELP. As well as the Manuals produced by
Steve, books from the library and in magazines, your computer is

Finally, when you are happy with all your arranging, click the
Home button to get out. Apparently, app folders will be available

an incredible source for finding the answer. Knowing where to
find the Help on offer will make using your computer much less

with a forthcoming edition of the OS, so we folk with tidy minds

stressful.

will then be able to tidy up to our heart’s content.
Marg Evans
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Breaking news — the BMUG iPad manual
is for sale
Over recent months, writers and publishers have been
burning the midnight oil to be first with an iPad guide,
but today, there are just two on sale aywhere in the
world — and one of them is our BMUG manual.
You might be wondering why this portable device
needs a manual, if it’s that simple, but it turns out
that the iPad has hidden depths and amazing

Pages manual
This new publications is selling well,
with interest from all over., as more and
more people appreciate the ease of use
of this terrific program. And BMUG has
no competitors in this field — there
isn’t a Pages book on sale! We even
offer the free ‘Advanced’ Pages
templates manual as a free download
from the club website.

capabilities. We hope you’ll be telling all your friends
to get a copy of iPad — the magical Mac to go with
their new toy.

But wait, there’s even more,
the new Top tips manual...
The Top tips manual, our collection of

iPod Touch manual
The most interesting iPod available today
is the iPod touch, which is essentially an
iPhone without the phone — in other
words, not just an MP3 player but an

handy hints, is based on years of tips
submitted to the newsletter by members,
following Dick Brown’s original
suggestion. There won’t be many of us
who can’t learn something new from
this diverse collection.

actual pocket Macintosh. Because it’s so
different from the ‘Classic’ iPod, it
needs a manual for itself, which is now
available.

Mail order manuals

As always, it helps if you order manuals by email to pick up at the

In addition to seling manuals over the counter at our meetings,

meeting, so we know how many to print and bind.

we sell them by mail order from the BMUG website. And it’s so
easy! You pay by PayPal, and purchasers in Australia can have
any 3 for $20, imcluding postage and packing, while international

Editor

Email Steve...

readers can get two for $20. Do us a favour, and mention this
service to your friends, wherever they might live.
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TOP TIP — keyboard shortcuts

And how about the Option key? Used as a modifier, it will give

Keyboard shortcuts are the best thing since sliced bread, but they

more choices. Write 20º, for example, by pressing Option O to get

are not always obvious. They can save heaps of fiddling with
pop-down menus and panes, but you do need to remember

the degrees symbol. In iPhoto, hold down the Option key to
reverse the Rotate direction in edit. And do you need to use your

them. Here’s a refresher for new members...

mouse to click Print, or any other highlighted choice in a pane?
No, you definitely don’t. Return confirms any highlighted option.

The easiest ones to find out about may be found
in the File popdown menu of any application.

Why don’t you do some Google searching on Apple keyboard
shortcuts, and see what you can find out...

Here we are looking at Pages, and as you see, all
the everyday choices have a simple keyboard

More on keyboards

equivalent, and they all start with the Command

And while we’re talking about keyboards, everybody knows that

key.

Shift is the basic modifier key that gets you upper-case letters, but
there’s much more hidden in your keyboard software.

Everyone should master Command S - save;
Command P - print; Command C - copy, Command

You can see how to type all kinds of accents and international

X - cut, and Command V - paste. And how about

symbols by clicking on the pop-down menu in your top toolbar

Command B - bold, and Command I - italic...

with the Australian flag:

They are the bare minimum for effcient work with your Mac.
How much easier is life using those keystrokes than going up to

That will open this little image of your

the menu every time!

press the Option, the Command, and the shift
But wait, there’s more! Tab is an

keyboard. See what happens when you
keys. Now try combinations of them, and
watch the Keyboard image change:

absolute ripper! That’s the key that
moves you from field to field in
any pane where you need to enter
information. Take Mail, for
example. Successive taps on Tab
will take you down from To, to
Subject, to the message.
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Dear Aunty Mac,

Dear Geoff,

My 20” G5 iMac running 10.4.11 has given sterling service but has

I have heard of other G5 machines which have had disk burning

now decided not to recognise any disc in the internal disc drive.
Blank or recorded CD or DVD, music or data, video or slide

and reading problems. This model Mac has always been very
fussy with DVDs in particular and often won't accept one of DVD

show, all are accepted into the drive and can be ejected using the

+ or DVD- (I can't remember which). However, having said that,

keyboard eject key but cannot be read, in addition they are not

it would appear to me to be a hardware problem related to the

recognised by Toast Titanium but can be ejected.

drive itself which no amount of repairing of software would ever
be able to fix.

I have reset System Preferences to all available options for CD
and DVD without success. I run a full backup weekly, run

There is also a forum discussion of a similar problem with this

MainMenu weekly and have just about run out of options to

drive here http://forums.macrumors.com/showthread.php?

identify and correct this problem.

t=565168

I have an external LaCie disc burner and so can continue to read

Replacing the drive is very easy and I've sent you a PDF of what

and burn any disc I present. I have tried disconnecting that drive

to do. BUT, it should really be looked at by an Apple repair shop

and testing the internal drive again but without effect. It occurred

before going any further. I’m sorry to say we can’t really help

to me that MainMenu and Disc Utility both carry out repair

with hardware problems like this.
Aunty Mac

permissions but may not be able to make any changes or
corrections to the hard drive on which the system is installed.

Newsflash!
A work around seemed to be to do a restart from the system disc
in the external LaCie drive and then open Disc Utility to access
the internal hard drive for permission repair. It was and I ran
repair permissions, restarted and tried a disc in the iMac disc

Tuesday, 1 June, Google announced that all employees are to
switch from Windows computers to more secure Macs in an
attempt to overcome persistent hacking into their networks via
Internet Explorer. The attacks are believed to originate in China.

drive. Result - absolutely no difference, the disc was not

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...

recognised. I tried several other discs with the same result and

Google employs 10,000 staff.

finally gave up. Where to next?”
It still puzzles me as to why the internal drive cannot now
recognise a disc. I wonder if anyone has experienced this
problem.
Geoffrey Thomas, remote member
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TOP TIP — correcting editing errors in
iPhoto

BMUG needs you...

Wen you are working on editing

continuity in leadership roles in the club, that there will be a

an image in iPhoto, it’s all too easy

number of changes at the AGM later this year. Several of us, who

to make things worse. A single

have been up-front in various roles virtually from the start, are
retiring to have more time to give to our own hobby and family

You may or may not be surprised to hear that after many years of

error is ieasily corrected with a
Command - Z — undo, while a
series of errors can be fixed by

interests.

going Revert to Original.

In many ways, this is a VERY GOOD THING for any voluntary
organisation! Club meetings can become ‘samey’, ideas can get
stale, and even the keenest contributors burn out in time.

But what if you are not sure whether a series of edits has
improved an image or not? The answer, while you are in Edit, is

This change means there will be opportunities for several

to simply press down the Shift key. This toggles the image back,

members to step up into committee roles. Doing so, by the way,

showing before and after, and helps you decide whether the edits

will not be a hardship. Being on the committee is very
stimulating, because it puts you in a great position to hear all the

were worthwhile.

latest Mac news, to explore new techniques, and to make new
On the other hand, if you have fiddled

and very knowledgable friends.

with settings in the Adjust pane, you can
get back to the start by clicking Reset...

We can’t yet name everyone who will be going, but so far we
have heard from Don, Marnie, and Steve, who will be standing

When Mat Vistarini mentioned the Shift
key tip, at a meeting recently, the

down.

murmurs showed this was news to

Over the next few weeks and months, consider what you have to

many of us.

offer, and what new ideas you may be able to bring to the table.
Editor

BMUG needs you...
Editor
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What I do with my Mac

The Poultry club entries requires a basic knowledge of

Prue Paterson

spreadsheets. Recently, I have changed from Excel to Apple iWork

I use my Mac for lots of things,

Numbers — it’s much more user friendly!

including some hours every month
keeping the BMUG website up-to-date.
There are always new publications to
add and news of meetings to update.
Yesterday, I spent some time setting up a Financial Year calendar
for friends, before catching up on Badminton scores — I maintain
the Club ladder. I am also Show Secretary for the Colac Poultry
Club. I use Numbers for the data entries, so as you can see, my
Mac gets a variety of workouts. I like to surf the web a bit, also.

Another example of Prue’s layout work
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BMUG members’ market place
Printer
HP7410 all in one colour printer, scanner, copier with built in fax
and photo card reader. Good condition. About 4 years old. Dual
trays and wireless
$100. Call Tufan on 0414517365

Griffin Tune center for iPod
Do you have a half-way decent sound system on your telly? If you
do, why not connect your iPod with this snazzy smart dock. You
get a ‘Front Row’ style interface on the TV screen, from which you
can make your choice of music to play.
Complete with cables and remote, it’s just $25 or a nice bottle of
whisky.

Call Steve on 5254 2576

Printer
Deskjet 1280 colour printer, prints up to A3 size. About 3 years
old. With extra long USB cable. Excellent condition
$100. Call Tufan on 0414517365
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